VARIATION OF PREMISES LICENCE APPLICATION
MOLDOVA – PL1130
Licensing Sub-Committee
6pm 8th December 2020
1.0

Purpose of Report

1.1

To consider an application for the variation of a premises licence (PL1130) for
Moldova at Great Russell Street, Northampton.

2.0

Summary

2.1

An application for the variation was submitted on behalf of the proposed licence
holder Moldova JR Ltd and its Director Veronica Orzea. The application was
received by Northampton Borough Council on 23rd October 2020.

3.0

Application Details

3.1

The application was submitted with the intention to vary the premises licence
by expanding the licensable area thereby allowing the use of Function Room
2 (see plans). This is currently not permitted by way of a condition on the
premises licence as stipulated by Environmental Health in the interests of the
prevention of public nuisance. The addition of the sale of alcohol by retail as a
licensable activity is also requested in this application.

3.2

The current licensable activities and times permitted for PL1130 are as follows:

Live Music
Monday – Thursday – 18.00.- 02.00
Friday – 18.00 – 02.00
Saturday – Sunday – 12.00 – 02.00
Non-Standard Timings - On the day that BST takes effect the hour lost will be
restored.

Recorded Music
Sunday – Thursday – 18.00 -02.00
Friday - Saturday – 18.00 – 03.00

Non-Standard Timings –

18.00 – 03.00 on 24th, 25th & 31st December 1st January and any Sunday
prior to a bank holiday Monday.
On the day that BST takes effect the hour lost will be restored to the permitted
hours.
Late- Night Refreshment
Sunday – Thursday – 23.00 – 02.00
Friday – Saturday – 23.00 – 04.00

Opening Hours
Sunday – Thursday – 12.00 – 02.30
Friday – Saturday – 12.00 – 03.30
Non- Standard Timings - 12.00 – 03.30 on 24th, 25th & 31st December 1st
January and any Sunday prior to a bank holiday Monday.
On the day that BST takes effect the hour lost will be restored to the permitted

The variation proposal is to the licence as follows::
1. Sale of Alcohol for consumption on & off the premises
Sunday – Thursday - 12.00 – 23.30
Friday – Saturday 12.00 – 02.00
Non- Standard Timings - 12.00 – 03.30 on 24th, 25th & 31st December 1st
January and any Sunday prior to a bank holiday Monday.
On the day that BST takes effect the hour lost will be restored to the permitted
2. Expansion of the licensable area as per the plan shown in this report.

4.0

Consultations/Representations

4.1

When a request for the full variation of a premises licence or club premises
certificate is received, the applicant must display a notice at or near the
premises and serve a copy of the application onto the responsible authorities.
For electronic applications it is a requirement of the local authority to serve a
copy of the application onto the responsible authorities.
This gives responsible authorities and interested parties the opportunity to
make representations in relation to the application for a period of 28 calendar
days. The last date for making representations was 19th November 2020.

4.2

The obligatory notice was displayed on the premises as verified by licensing
officers on the premises and in a local newspaper .

4.3

The Licensing Department has received a relevant representations from
Environmental Health officer Louise Marshall under the licensing objective of
the Prevention of Public Nuisance.

4.4

Northamptonshire Police have considered the application but have made no
representation.

4.5

We have also had notification from the Planning Department regarding current
planning permissions relating to this premises which would need to be varied if
the premises are to be used as per the premises licence permissions. However,
this is a matter for consideration under a separate legislation and processes
and should not be a reason for any refusal of this application. However, a copy
of that planning notification is included in this report for the committee’s
information and consideration of the full facts.

5.0

Attendance

5.1

The local authority is required to send a notice of hearing to all interested parties
and request confirmation of attendance. A notice of hearing was sent to the
following persons on 25th November 2020:
Applicant Representative - Duncan Craig – Citadel Chambers
Environmental Health Officer – Louise Marshall

6.0

Plan of Premises Layout & Location
Please see premises Plan and Location map attached.

7.0

Options

7.1

If representations are received, then at the end of the consultation period the
licensing authority must hold a hearing to consider them. It must take such
steps as it considers appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives,
which are:
o the prevention of crime and disorder;
o public safety;
o the prevention of public nuisance; and,
o the protection of children from harm.
The steps the Sub-Committee can take are to:
o grant the application in full;

o reject the whole of the application;
o reject part of the application; or,
o to modify the conditions of the licence (excluding the
mandatory conditions) by altering them, omitting them or
adding new conditions.

8.0

Policy Considerations

8.1

Statement of Licensing Policy

8.2

Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003.
Section 9 gives guidance for determination of this application.
Paragraphs 8.50, 8.74 to 8.77 and Part 10 highlight the elements of the
Guidance that are most relevant with respect to this application. This is not
exhaustive, and the guidance should be considered fully prior to making
decisions with respect to applications.

9.0 Committee

Each application must be considered on its own merits and any conditions
attached to licences and certificates must be tailored to the individual style and
characteristics of the premises and events concerned. This is essential to avoid
the imposition of disproportionate and overly burdensome conditions on
premises where there is no need for such conditions. Standardised conditions
should be avoided and indeed, may be unlawful where they cannot be shown
to be necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives in any individual
case.
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Appendix D - Environmental Health Representation

Subject: Objection - Variation of Premises Licence – Moldova, Great Russell Street
Variation of Premises Licence – Moldova, Great Russell Street
Environmental Health is submitting an objection to this application based on the
grounds of prevention of public nuisance.
We have concerns about use of the additional areas for licensable activities. There
is a condition on the existing licence prohibiting use of function room 2 for licensable
activities due to historical complaints about noise; the rear wall of Moldova is
adjacent to the wall of residential properties behind.
At the time of the previous premises licence application, the applicant Veronica
Orzea, was made aware of the work that would be required at the premises to
mitigate against noise transfer to nearby properties and to support any changes to
the licence conditions.
There is no information regarding prevention of public nuisance in this application
and we have not received confirmation that this mitigation work has been carried
out. For information, a recent noise complaint was received in September 2020.
We therefore object to any variation of the licence to include use of the additional
areas.
I have discussed these concerns with Duncan Craig, the current licensing agent, and
he is aware that Environmental Health is submitting this representation.

Louise Marshall | Senior Environmental Health Officer
Customers and Communities | Northampton Borough Council | The Guildhall | St
Giles Square | Northampton| NN1 1DE | 0300 330 7000

Appendix E – Planning Representation

Dear Louise
Thank you for consulting the Planning Department on the above application. This
property has a long history from the planning perspective and discussions took place
with consultants acting for the current applicant in March 2017, where advise was
given in respect of the authorised use and hours of operation following involvement
with the EHO at the time;
There are three relevant applications to this property and its use.
N/1996/0005 was approved on 21 Feb 1996 for the change of use from a
working man’s club to Class D2 (assembly and leisure). Condition 4 of this
consent permitted the use between the hours of 0800 and 2300 only.
N/2000/1112 was then submitted requesting a variation of condition 4 to
extend hours to midnight Monday to Thursday and 0100 Friday and Saturday.
This was approved on 13 December 2000 for a temporary period to 31
December 2001, but was subject to a personal permission to Mr William
Davidson and Mrs Daniel Edwards.
N/2002/1020 was submitted in the context of the non-compliance with the
hours condition and further sought to extend the opening hours to Monday to
Thursday 0800 to 2400, Friday 0800 to 0200 (Saturday morning), Saturday
0800 to 0200 (Sunday morning) and Sunday 0800 to 2300. This had a further
personal condition for the benefit of Mr W Davidson.
On the basis of what I have seen the 2000 and 2002 applications are personal
consents and extend the hours, but if Mr W Davidson is no longer the
owner/operator of the club, the consent and hours that are relevant are those
on the 1996 application.
The reason for the personal permission was that the detail submitted provided
sufficient information for the local planning authority to be satisfied that the
use proposed would not have a significant impact on the amenities of
surround residents and the area. It further notes that an alternative type of use
within Class D2, may not be acceptable.
If your client is therefore seeking to operate hours outside 0800 and 2300,
consent for the variation of Condition 4 would be required. However, there is a
further complication with regards the use.
My understanding of how Soundhaus operated, it was more of a concert
venue ie live music venue. This would mostly likely fall within a D2 use (as a
concert venue). I understand from Neil that the use your client is proposing is
more of a nightclub. This is now classed as a sui generis use (ie does not fall
into any specific use category).

Would therefore advise that your client needs to apply for planning permission
for the change of use of the building for the use now proposed. As part of any
application, Neil would expect to see a robust acoustic report to ensure that
there is not adverse impact on the area.
It was recommended to the applicant that an application for pre-application advice
was submitted, but I am unable to find a record of this taking place.
The licensing submission does not clearly set out what the intended us of the
building now is, but you will note that there were previously queries over the use and
the times in 2017.
Since that time, planning permission was granted for residential development close
to the site and concerns are expressed about the proposed times given the proximity
to the proposed residential units. At the time of the determination of the applications
for residential development the Council’s EHO’s were consulted and raised concerns
about the potential impact from noise.
Given the history of the site and the proximity to residential properties, I consider, on
behalf of the Planning Service, I must object to the proposed hours of operation.
I trust this is of assistance and I look forward to receiving notification of the outcome
of this application in due course.
Best regards
Wendy
Wendy Rousell | Senior Planning Officer (S106/CIL Delivery)
Planning Services | Northampton Borough Council | The Guildhall, St Giles Square,
Northampton
NN1 1DE | 0300 330 7000

